Internet Explorer Screen size

F11 will take all the internet explorer Menus and Toolbars away and leave one single row of menu buttons at the top, making the page you are looking at bigger. Press F11 again to restore.

Explorer Keyboard Shortcuts

Here are some shortcuts you may wish to use ...

- F1 Help
- Ctrl H Toggle the History box on and off the screen
- Alt Home Go to your Home page
- Alt D Select the text in the Address box
- Ctrl C Copy
- Ctrl F Find (on the current page)
- Ctrl N Open a new window
- Ctrl W Close the current window
- Home Move to the beginning of a document
- End Move to the end of a document
- Up Arrow Scroll toward the start of a document
- Page Up Scroll toward the start of a document in larger increments
- Down Arrow Scroll toward the end of a document
- Page Down Scroll toward the end of a document in larger increments